Noise impact on error-free image compression.
Some radiological images with different levels of noise have been studied using various decomposition methods incorporated with Huffman and Lempel-Ziv coding. When more correlations exist between pixels, these techniques can be made more efficient. However, additional noise disrupts the correlation between adjacent pixels and leads to a less compressed result. Hence, prior to a systematic compression in a picture archiving and communication system (PACS), two main issues must be addressed: the true information range which exists in a specific type of radiological image, and the costs and benefits of compression for the PACS. It is shown that with laser film digitized magnetic resonance images, 10-12 b are produced, although the lower 2-4 b show the characteristics of random noise. The addition of the noise bits is shown to adversely affect the amount of compression given by various reversible compression techniques. The sensitivity of different techniques to different levels of noise is examined in order to suggest strategies for dealing with noise.